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Dear Harold, 

Thanks for your letters and your concern. I ;was pretty badly beaten 
but considering the cirmumstances was fortunate to come out alive. I stopped 
a mob of negro'youths fiom beating a white man and who appeared to be in the 
process of killing.him, by conftanting them. They than swammed on me while 
the police, who were nearby, did nothing. my head was kicked 15 to 20 times 
and I was also hit with some sort of object, but it turns out that I have a 
very thick skull and many of the injuries came to the thickest parts or when 
I wan inadvertently moving away fr m the force of the kick. Most of theaters 
will not show and the two that will should be small. There appears to be no 
hard evidence of brain damage although when they brought me in I had no reflexes 
on the left. It looks as though I will have no vision in by left eye, so I 
did suffer one major loss. My right one will be OK as soon as I get corrective 
lenses. Right now I can't see too well. I'll send you some clippings since 
they made a big deal out of the thing and I got a chance to speak out on 
Civil rights, although I was badly misquoted. 

I'm afraid my already meagre work on the came may be ,decreased by the 
incident. My informants still report in and your letters were read to me by 
one of my girls from my Citizen's Committee. 

Thanks for the clarification on poi Martin film. I had been in doubt 
about whether it was the original or not. The BBI must have kept the original 
Without his permission. I also have written proof from Archives that reports 
aren't there. Same is true of Ortiz. Hope to see Ann Hooter, handwriting 
expert who has conferred with the Commission's expert, soon. My hoppitalization 
cancelled our appointment. 

Glad to hear that Louis got the slides. May have made some discoVeries 
on the DCA which I would like to discuss with you at some future date with 
the help of a film viewer. I do have a copy—that aas the one which was picked 
off 3 times when coming from Al Bunnel who used to be associated with them. 
Patsy would need original DCA footage to do the most important work, although 
I'm going to give him minor projects with it. Tb lighten ,the film he would 
be taking off layers chemically—no danger, but it would change the film: 
Telt is why I asked you to spend a bit of time trying to ftsre out a way 
to convince them that this would make the film incredibly valuble, including 
to themselves. 

Will get the two sets of prints. Had planned to anyway. You will also 
get two sets of the entire sequence# blown up enough to see the guy who motions 
in 0's direction and also other things going on. Since I plan to be back Bast 
within the weak, perhaps I'll deliver them myself. 
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Thlsa trip is out due to condition. I had a very specific objective 
which deals with the Shreveport meeting. I would never travel that far uss 
I felt I could find out something. 3  principles from the Shreveport meeting 
will be at the Convention, and they'll be totally off their guard. 

I'm going'to have that envelope with the mispellings blown up to poster sige. You must have really been out of it. Your wife's comments were amazing. 

Thanks very much for the offer of your place to convalesce. I'll probably 
just go home to Phila. and then I'll be able to see both Vince and you. The 
residuals from the beating need time to heal. In any event , nook forward 
to perhaps seeing you and your wife in the near future. 
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Deer Gary . 

Than:ta lfor writing as soon as you could, ge 
have been approtensive. 

lea you are here you can see all the reports 
you sent. I expect Eel Verb,-who la now in the east. The 
date is not 'set. on cen.bother,,bei here th. 
have space. I heel two unpnblieted books you 
to feed end on 	When you can reed that ioncliiiat 
welcome commits and suggestions. 

Why not let my approach to 	xe 
wait until we meet, unless I get_en,inepiraticra 

Ihad written Vince at en old eddresi. 	nAjor.:, 
word from you. I

.
suggested to_him that they driia.  you an 

spend 6k-weekend he (we can secoModate alt ofy god eve f 
they hair. kids). We can then have the kinds of talks we 
have never had -end stilt relax, with the pool; the per.k7 
like tezrain, eta. "And, we have sir conditioning when W 
necessary.. If they comet, Greyhound to reltimore co* 
with Greyhound to Frederick. nen on a long stay. 
I think, find it restful. 

-1.4o as the doctors sey,on your Wes. Yo* Till learn 
%hit the look of the .left will soon bother you little*  have 
end all my life have had little use of mine andthle ,  
is only 20/70 gloom,. 

, 
If I di di ttelli you, before I went taf.o. this 

trip I drafted a sixth book, COP VETAT. I am non reeding it. 
I'll,  also done a hasty answer to Epstein, able. wilt be out 
in a week. And when we talk of the interest in the auto -pur-
obese, I also have nen perepecylve,* from en interview two 
weeks ago with a man then in the orgnaiaation. Rem7tidilea. 


